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Observation: Spatiotemporal Contexts
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Dataset Dimension/Mode Mass
Weibo’s
Retweeting

User Root ID IP Time (min) #retweet
29.5M 19.8M 27.8M 56.9K 211.7M

Weibo’s
Trending 
(Hashtag)

User Hashtag IP Time (min) #tweet
81.2M 1.6M 47.7M 56.9K 276.9M

Network 
attacks
(LBNL)

Src-IP Dest-IP Port Time (sec) #packet
2,345 2,355 6,055 3,610 230,836

Jiang et al. A General Suspiciousness Metric for Dense Blocks in 
Multimodal Data. ICDM, 2015.



Dense Block Indicates Suspiciousness
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Q: Which is more suspicious?
We need a metric to evaluate the suspiciousness.



Criteria for Suspiciousness Metric
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What properties are required of a good metric?

n1 ⨉ n2 ⨉ n3
mass c

density ρ

N1 ⨉ N2 ⨉ N3

Count data with 
total “mass” C

n’1 ⨉ n’2 ⨉ n’3
mass c’

density ρ’f( f() )vs



Axioms: 1 to 4
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TABLE II. THE NOTATION USED THROUGHOUT THIS PAPER.

Symbol Definition
K Number of modes in our dataset
X K-mode tensor dataset
Y Subtensor within X
N K-length vector for the size of each mode of X
C The mass of X (summing the entries of X )
n K-length vector for the size of each mode of Y
c The mass of Y
p The density, C/

Q
k Nk of X

⇢ The density, c/
Q

k nk , of Y
f Suspiciousness metric, parameterized by the masses
ˆf Suspiciousness metric, parameterized by the densities

DKL(⇢kp)
Directed KL-divergence of Poisson(p) & Poisson(⇢)

p � ⇢ + ⇢ log

⇢
p

degree [27]. Quasi-cliques and K-cores introduced density-
based metrics that were originally devised to measure dense
components [12][13][14]. However, as we demonstrate later,
neither average degree nor density is applicable in evaluating
multimodal datasets.

III. PROPOSED METRIC CRITERIA

Having given the high level intuition behind our perspective
and its relation to prior work, we now give a precise definition
of the problem. We focus on tensors where each cell contains
a non-negative integer, typically representing counts of events.
We consider the mass of a subtensor to be the sum of entries
in that subtensor, and the density to be the mass divided by
the volume of the subtensor. A full list of our notation can be
found in Table II.

Formal Problem 1 (Suspiciousness score) Given a K-mode
tensor X with non-negative entries, of size N = [Nk]

K
k=1

and with mass C (describing C events by summing entries
of the tensor), define a score function f(n, c,N, C) for how
suspicious a subtensor Y of size n = [nk]

K
k=1

with mass c.

We consider an alternative parameterization using density.
Here ⇢ is the density of Y and p is the density of X :

ˆf(n, ⇢,N, p) = f

 
n, ⇢

KY

k=1

nk,N, p
KY

k=1

Nk

!

In the rare case that the number of modes being considered is
unclear, we will refer to the functions by fK and ˆfK .

Note that we restrict f to only focus on blocks for which
⇢ > p, that is the density inside the block is greater than the
density in the general tensor. While extremely sparse regions
are also unusual, they are not the focus of this work.

A. Axioms

We now list five basic axioms that any suspiciousness
metric f must meet. A pictorial representation can be found
in Table III.

Axiom 1 Density If there are two blocks of the same size in
the same number of modes, the block of bigger mass is more
suspicious than the block of less mass. Formally,

c
1

> c
2

() f(n, c
1

,N, C) > f(n, c
2

,N, C)

Axiom 2 Size If there are two blocks of the same density in
the same number of modes, the bigger block is more suspicious

than smaller block. Formally,

nj>n0
j ^ nk�n0

k 8k =) ˆf (n, ⇢,N, p)> ˆf (n0, ⇢,N, p)

Axiom 3 Concentration If there are two blocks of the same
mass in the same number of modes, the smaller block is more
suspicious than bigger block. Formally,

nj<n0
j ^ nkn0

k 8k =) f(n, c,N, C)>f(n0, c,N, C)

Axiom 4 Contrast If two identical blocks lie in two tensors
each of the same size but one is sparser, then the block in the
sparser tensor is more suspicious. Formally,

p
1

< p
2

() ˆf(n, ⇢,N, p
1

) > ˆf(n, ⇢,N, p
2

)

Axiom 5 Multimodal A block which contains all possible
values within a mode is just as suspicious as if that mode was
collapsed 1 into the remaining modes. Formally,
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Lemma 1 Cross-mode comparisons Learning of a new mode
about our data can only make blocks in that data more
suspicious. Formally,
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Above we find that the first equality is given by Axiom 5 and
the second by Axiom 3.

B. Shortcomings of Competitors

While these axioms are simple and intuitive, they are non-
trivial to meet. As shown in Table I, simple metrics fail a
number of the axioms.

Mass: One possible metric is the mass f(n, c,N, C) = c.
This does not change if the same mass is concentrated in a
smaller region, and hence fails Axiom 3 (Concentration); it
does not consider the background density p, and so fails Axiom
4 (Contrast) as well.

Density: Another possible metric is the density of the block
ˆf(n, ⇢,N, p) = ⇢. However, this does not consider the size
of the dense block, and hence fails Axiom 2 (Size). It also
does not consider the background density, and fails Axiom
4 (Contrast). Since density in general decreases with more
modes, Axiom 5 (Multimodal) is also broken.

Average degree: Much of the research on finding dense
subgraphs focuses on the average degree of the subgraph [35],
[17], f(n, c,N, C) = c/n

1

. This metric breaks both Axioms
2 and 3 by not considering n

2

and breaks Axiom 4 by not
considering C and N. Additionally it is unclear how we would
define the average degree for K > 2, making it unsuitable for
multi-modal data.

SVD: The SVD of a matrix A is a factorization of the form
A = U⌃V>. The singular values of A correspond to ⌃r,r,

1Collapsing a tensor X on mode K sums the values of X across all indices
in mode K [36], e.g. collapsing a tensor to a matrix: Xi,j =

P
k Xi,j,k .
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Axiom 5: Cross Dimensions
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B. Shortcomings of Competitors

While these axioms are simple and intuitive, they are non-
trivial to meet. As shown in Table I, simple metrics fail a
number of the axioms.

Mass: One possible metric is the mass f(n, c,N, C) = c.
This does not change if the same mass is concentrated in a
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1Collapsing a tensor X on mode K sums the values of X across all indices
in mode K [36], e.g. collapsing a tensor to a matrix: Xi,j =

P
k Xi,j,k .

Not including a mode is the same as
including all values for that mode.

=

▶ New information (more modes) can only
make our blocks more suspicious



Scoring the Suspiciousness
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Probability0.9% 0.05%



A General Suspiciousness Metric
qNegative log likelihood of block’s probability
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qLocal search to maximize the metric
qStart with seed blocks
qParameter-free: iteratively update the blocks
qScalable: parallelize to multiple machines

CrossSpot Algorithm
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Advantages
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Results: Dense Block Detection
qSynthetic data

q1,000×1,000×1,000 of 10,000 random data
qBlock#1: 30×30×30 of 512 3 modes
qBlock#2: 30×30×1,000 of 512 2 modes
qBlock#3: 30×1,000×30 of 512 2 modes
qBlock#4: 1,000×30×30 of 512 2 modes
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Results: Tweeting Hashtags
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Results: Network Attacks
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TABLE V. OUR CROSSSPOT CATCHES MORE LOWER-MODE BLOCKS: CROSSSPOT HAS HIGH ACCURACY IN FINDING THE INJECTED 4 BLOCKS: (1)
30⇥30⇥30, (2) 30⇥30⇥1,000, (3) 30⇥1,000⇥30, AND (4) 1,000⇥30⇥30, EACH OF WHICH HAS MASS 1,000.

Recall Overall Evaluation
Block #1 Block #2 Block #3 Block #4 Precision Recall F1 score

HOSVD (r=20) 93.7% 29.5% 23.7% 21.3% 0.983 0.407 0.576
HOSVD (r=10) 91.3% 24.4% 18.5% 19.2% 0.972 0.317 0.478
HOSVD (r=5) 85.7% 10.0% 9.5% 11.4% 0.952 0.195 0.324
CROSSSPOT 100% 99.9% 94.9% 95.4% 0.978 0.967 0.972

TABLE VII. RETWEETING BOOSTING: WE SPOT A GROUP OF USERS RETWEET “GALAXY NOTE DREAM PROJECT: HAPPY HAPPY LIFE TRAVELLING THE
WORLD” IN LOCKSTEP (EVERY 5 MINUTES) ON THE SAME GROUP OF IP ADDRESSES. (RETWEETING LOG IN BLOCK 225⇥1⇥2⇥200 IN TABLE VI)

User ID Time IP address (city, province) Retweet comment (Google translator: from Simplified Chinese to English)
USER-A 11-26 10:08:54 IP-1 (Liaocheng Shandong) Qi Xiao Qi: ”unspoken rules count ass ah, the day listening...
USER-B 11-26 10:08:54 IP-1 (Liaocheng Shandong) You gave me a promise, I will give you a result...
USER-C 11-26 10:09:07 IP-2 (Liaocheng Shandong) Clouds have dispersed, the horse is already back to God...
USER-A 11-26 10:13:55 IP-1 (Liaocheng Shandong) People always disgust smelly socks, it remains to his bed...
USER-B 11-26 10:13:57 IP-2 (Liaocheng Shandong) Next life do koalas sleep 20 hours a day, eat two hours...
USER-C 11-26 10:14:03 IP-1 (Liaocheng Shandong) all we really need to survive is one person who truly...
USER-A 11-26 10:18:57 IP-1 (Liaocheng Shandong) Coins and flowers after the same amount of time...
USER-C 11-26 10:19:18 IP-2 (Liaocheng Shandong) My computer is blue screen
USER-B 11-26 10:19:31 IP-1 (Liaocheng Shandong) Finally believe that in real life there is no so-called...
USER-A 11-26 10:23:50 IP-1 (Liaocheng Shandong) Do not be obsessed brother, only a prop.
USER-B 11-26 10:24:04 IP-2 (Liaocheng Shandong) Life is like stationery, every day we loaded pen
USER-C 11-26 10:24:19 IP-1 (Liaocheng Shandong) ”The sentence: the annual party 1.25 Hidetoshi premature...

TABLE VIII. DENSE BLOCKS DISCOVERED IN HASHTAG DATA.

# User⇥hashtag⇥IP⇥minute Mass c Suspiciousness

CROSSSPOT
1 582⇥3⇥294⇥56,940 5,941,821 111,799,948
2 188⇥1⇥313⇥56,943 2,344,614 47,013,868
3 75⇥1⇥2⇥2,061 689,179 19,378,403

HOSVD
1 2,001⇥1⇥4⇥135 77,084 2,931,982
2 327⇥1⇥2⇥401 212,519 8,599,843
3 851⇥2⇥4⇥337 103,873 3,903,703

travelling the world” in lockstep every 5 minutes on the same
two IP addresses in the same city. We spot that their retweet
comments are generated from some literature or art books.
The periodicity of the retweets and the nonsensical comments
are strong independent evidence that the suspicious behavior
found by CROSSSPOT is actually fraudulent.

E. Hashtag Hijacking

Big, dense block patterns of tweeting hashtag data are
illustrated in Table VIII. CROSSSPOT reports blocks of high
mass and high density. We spot (1) continuous attacks: 582
users post as many as 5,941,821 tweets of the same 3 hashtags
on 294 IP addresses for almost every minute in 43 days; (2)
extensive attacks: 75 users post 689,179 tweets of the same
hashtag on only 2 IPs in 35 hours. The top 2 big dense blocks
discovered by our CROSSSPOT take almost all the values
of the time mode. HOSVD does not consider cross-mode
scenarios. We observe that it cannot catch continuous attacks.
The blocks that CROSSSPOT reports are more suspicious than
those HOSVD does.

Table IX shows an example of hashtag hijacking from the
big, dense 582⇥3⇥294⇥56,940 block. A group of users (e.g.,
D, E, F) post tweets of advertising hashtags (e.g., #Snow#, #Li
Ning - a weapon with a hero# and #Toshiba Bright Daren#) on
multiple IP addresses of two cities in the same Province. This
demonstrates that CROSSSPOT catches the use of advertising
hashtags to inflate popularity.

F. Network Traffic

We illustrate big, dense block patterns of LBNL net-
work traffic dataset in Table X, comparing our proposed

TABLE X. BIG DENSE BLOCKS IN LBNL NETWORK DATA.

# Src-IP⇥dst-IP⇥port⇥second Mass c Suspiciousness

CROSSSPOT
1 411⇥9⇥6⇥3,610 47,449 552,465
2 533⇥6⇥1⇥3,610 30,476 400,391
3 5⇥5⇥2⇥3,610 18,881 317,529
4 11⇥7⇥7⇥3,610 20,382 295,869

HOSVD
1 15⇥1⇥1⇥1,336 4,579 80,585
2 1⇥2⇥2⇥1,035 1,035 18,308
3 1⇥1⇥1⇥1,825 1,825 34,812
4 1⇥13⇥6⇥181 1,722 29,224

CROSSSPOT and HOSVD. CROSSSPOT reports blocks of high
mass and high density. We spot (1) very big and dense blocks:
411 source IP addresses send a total of 47,449 packets to
9 destination IPs on 6 ports, or 533 source IPs send 30,476
packets to 6 destination IPs on the same port; (2) small but
very dense blocks: 5 source IPs send 18,881 packets to 5
destinations on 2 ports, or 11 source IPs send 20,382 packets
to 7 destination IPs on 7 different port numbers. These subsets
of events are extremely suspicious: the probability of their
occurrence is smaller than 10

�10

6

. We observe that the top
four blocks that CROSSSPOT catches are all due to continuous
attacks. HOSVD cannot catch these 3-mode blocks (collapsing
the time mode). Therefore, it only catches extensive attacks
that are less suspicious than the continuous attacks.

These subsets of events take all the values in time mode,
forming 3-mode dense blocks in 4-mode data. The cross-
mode results indicate that a group of source IP addresses
continuously send packets to multiple destination servers with
the same group of ports in every second of one hour.

VII. CONCLUSION

We are the first to provide a metric of suspiciousness
for a dense block, in arbitrary number of modes. The main
motivation was fraud detection, and more generally, attention
routing - among two or more dense blocks, which ones are
worth most of the human attention. The specific contributions
are the following:

• Metric criteria: We propose a set of axioms that any
metric of suspicious dense behavior should meet.



Summary
qIll-gotten Facebook Likes, Zombie Followers
qObservations, Representations, Models

qCopyCatch: Catching ill-gotten Likes by core search
qLockInfer: Adding seed selection before search
qCatchSync: Catching smart zombie followers with high

recall (recovering power-law distributions)
qCrossSpot: Defining suspiciousness across dimensions
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